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Introduction
Name：HZ-1205 Children cart flipping testing machine

Equipment summary:
Children's cart flipping testing machine used to measure the strength and durability of connecting object
of children's carts under a certain re-tied and flip a certain angle.
Main functions:
1. Will pocket lying or sitting pocket with the frame assembly, disassembly 200
times;
2. A or B will be fixed weights tout lying or sitting close to the center of pocket;
3. Clockwise slowly turning up with a test weight of the cart into a 100 ° angle with the horizontal in
order to
connect all the devices, the force acting on the frame;
4. And then counter-clockwise rotation.

Main features:
Machine main frame structure, using about 50 * 40mm aluminum alloy production, durable, beautiful and
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generous. Flip tops, electricity boards, anti-slip treatment, four with fence around the protection. Rotating
part of the middle bracket of imported bearings, rotating the sound is low, flexible and convenient. South
Korea imported PLC control system with touch-screen, save a lot of complicated lines, electrical
components. Control of high precision, easy operation and follow-up maintenance more
convenient.
Corresponding standard：
GB 14748-2006 5.15 Safety requirements for pram.
Applicable Industry:
it is ideal testing instrument for pram manufacturers, research and product quality supervision and
inspection industries and sectors.
Technical parameters:
Model

HZ-1205

Adjustable angle

Plus-minus 180°

Vertical rotation angle

0--360° continue rotating

Flip Vertical Speed

0--720°/min

adjustable

method of Lift shaft and rotating
plate

Double screw + Motor

display

4-inch LCD touch screen digital display

Angle display accuracy

0.1°

Adjustment method

electric

Specimen damage

Intelligent judgment

Protector

Automatic protector

Weight

About 150KG

Volume

950*900*850mm(without controller)
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